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Executive Summary
Watson Lake Secondary School (WLSS), in partnership with community agencies, has
embarked on a three-year, Youth-led learning project called “Youth for Safety” (YFS). YFS is based on
learning topics of safety, dignity, justice, and violence against girls and women; it explores how men
keep women safe and how women stay safe.
The launch of the project happened on January 21st, 2016 at WLSS in Watson Lake, Yukon. The
main focus of the first workshop was to build relationship, to explore topics of safety and dignity, and
to start planting seeds about prevalent social justice issues to inform their campaigns. Building on the
initial sessions in November and December, youth participated in a number of relationship and team
building activities, and explored topics of safety and dignity with mixed media, interactive activities,
and small and large group discussions in the January workshop.
The February workshop was focused on building a foundation of awareness with the youth
around sexualized violence and other social justice issues. This was achieved with a mixedmethodology: using captivating and educational awareness videos, a quiz to get a sense of what the
students already knew and give them an idea of statistics surrounding gendered violence, large and
small groups discussions, and also the opportunity to sit in on a workshop delivered by Dr. Allan Wade
on resistance and language around sexualized violence and violence towards children.
The March workshop was focused on building on that foundation of awareness around
sexualized violence and other social justice issues, with a focus on positive and negative social
responses and a discussion on gender and sexuality (as requested on a youth survey). A goal of talking
about social responses is that youth will feel more prepared on how to talk to victims of violence in a
supportive and healing way.
Another main focus was narrowing down campaign ideas and beginning to develop those
campaigns. In addition, facilitators introduced how to put together a press and media release to
spread the message of the campaigns, a practical skill that the youth can use in the future.
The response-based lens from which we were delivering the material was meant to inform the
student’s campaigns and ideas around violence. This is to address the victim blaming (usually nonintentional) that can come alongside some campaigns promoting ideas that tell women to act a
certain way in efforts to “not get raped”, such as drinking less or wearing “appropriate” clothing.
Instead what we hoped to achieve is to highlight the ever-present resistance and responses of
victims of violence, point out victim-blaming and mutualizing language and actions to give the
students a platform to create empowered ideas for their campaigns that honour victims of violence.
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Participants
Compared with the 24 students signed up for the January workshop, and the 26 students
signed up for the project in February, there were 23 students signed up in March. Some of these 23
students had left school by the time we held the February workshop, and some were sick for the
workshop. There was also at least one student who had a conflicting academic commitment during
the workshop days, and five appeared to be on a school trip. Fourteen students showed up the first
day, and fourteen the second day (not the same students).
Six students attended the full two days, while eleven students attended either one day or partial days
only. Total there were seventeen students who participated in the workshop
Student
Brianna Pete
Hanna Brunet
Gabriel Goupil
Kalem Frank
Daniel Doctor
Jennifer Kroeker
Piper Allen

Grade
8
8
8
8
8
8
9

Student
Katelyn Wolftail
Kaylee Caesar
Zoey Germaine
Cian Hobbis
Tony Goia
Mairead Hotson
Eric Stewart
Julie Allen-Sernes
Rebecca Allen-Sernes
Kindra Stewart

Grade
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
12
12

Student
Hope Papineau
Jolene Specer
Sabrina Jensen
Charlayne Walker
Hunter Wolfe
Anna Lund
Lilian Brunet
Vanessa Chaput
Bryanna Dick

Grade
8 (absent)
8 (absent)
8 (absent)
9 (absent)
9 (absent)
9 (absent)
10 (absent)
11 (absent)
12 (absent)

In addition, the following elders and community members were also in the room: Mida Donnessy,
LAWS staff (Mary Charlie, Rose Caesar), Linda McDonald (Kaska Teacher), Annette and Benji (Child
and Youth Advocates office)
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Focus Topics
The main focus points of this workshop were: continue to build relationships, work on campaigns, and
to discuss gender and sexuality, and positive and negative social responses.
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1. Introduction
Watson Lake Secondary School (WLSS) in partnership with community agencies have embarked
on a three-year Youth-led learning project called “Youth for Safety” (YFS). YFS is based on
learning topics of safety, dignity, justice, and violence against girls and women; it explores how
men keep women safe and how women stay safe. Two introductory sessions were offered to
educate and recruit Youth for the project in November and December of 2015.
The project will celebrate and honour existing Youth strengths, knowledge, and strategies on
how to stay safe. Youth will also learn new tools and skills to increase safety in the community.
There will be a total of five (5) two-day workshops from January to May 2016. All workshops
will be in the class room and will explore topics in an interactive way, using youth-led projects
to address different aspects of safety in Watson Lake. Youth will propose and work on annual
projects of their choice to increase safety in their community.
This report summarizes the March workshop and main topics explored, looks at content of
material covered, and offers some practical reflection and ways to improve the future
workshops.
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2. Agenda
The workshop agenda was as follows:
WEDNESDAY
Time

Activity

10:00

Opening prayer
Check-in
Ice-breaker/GTKY
Review last time/Go over plan for the day
Housekeeping
Dotmocracy for campaigns

11:00-11:10 Break
Negative positive social responses
11:55-12:53 Lunch
Campaigns! -Explore different mediums for campaigns (Ted Talk)
Buttons!!
1:53

Break
Work on campaigns
Game
Check out

3:00

Clean up room

3:10

dismissal
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Thursday
Time

Activity

10:00

Opening prayer
Check-in
Ice-breaker/GTKY
Go over plan for the day
QUIZ
Gender/Sexuality

11:00-11:10

Break
Work on Campaigns

11:55-12:53

Lunch
media release
Work on Campaigns!

1:53

Break
Work on Campaigns
Game
Check out

3:00

Clean up room

3:10

dismissal

The agenda was flexible due to the changing nature of the school environment and for
any unexpected delays. It also allowed for facilitators to customize activities for the energy
levels of the group. The agenda was structured in an arc, meaning the beginning and ends were
scheduled with lighter material, such as teambuilding or games, and the middle was scheduled
for more in-depth conversations or activities about the topics. Because of the potentially
emotional nature of the topics of safety and violence, this arc can help with containment so
that youth leave the room in a positive headspace.
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3. Focus topics and content
The main focus points of this workshop were: continue to build relationships, work on
campaigns, and to discuss gender and sexuality, and positive and negative social responses. We
also had Bengie Clethero and Annette King from the Yukon Child Advocate Office visit the group
on the second day to see what the YFS program was all about and to talk about services that
the Yukon Child Advocate Office offers.

Continuing to build Relationship
To continue to build relationship, below is a breakdown of the agenda, focusing on
activities that promote and build respect, trust, and relationships between students,
facilitators, elders, and community members present in the room. One of the students
approached a facilitator with a personal issue that they wanted some advice on, which could be
an indicator of a trusting relationship being formed.
Opening prayer
Every YFS workshop opens with an opening prayer in Kaska by an elder in the room.
Linda McDonald translated the prayer into English.
Introductions and Check-in/out
This gives an opportunity for everyone in the room to introduce themselves and let the
group know how they are doing that day. As with the previous workshops, for the March
session participants were asked to give a number from 1-10 (1 =not doing well, 10= doing very
well) about how they were doing. This gives facilitators a chance to get a small glimpse of how
everyone is feeling that day. Continuing with the theme of natural metaphor-based check in
questions from February, the youth were asked the question: “If you were a body of water,
what kind of water would you be today?”. The youth did great with this, for example describing
their days as “a rushing river”, a “rain storm”, or “a mud puddle” or “swamp”.
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By doing a “check-out” after every day, it provides a sense of whether or not the youth’s
day has improved, worsened, or stayed the same. It also provides a chance for the youth to
reflect on the day’s learning. For the March session, we asked the youth about something they
were proud of. Here is some of what they said:

Proud of…
Being a spokesperson
The Youth for Safety group
My ideas
The art we’ve done
That we started a petition and something to create awareness
The photography campaign
That we aced that quiz
Games
One of the most common responses the youth gave when asked what they liked best about the
two initial sessions were the games that were played as a group. Games are also a way to recapture a groups’ attention if the energy is feeling stagnant or stale. The group played several
games during the workshop, including “Splat”, “Signs”, or “Wave sit”.
Group Agreements
Group agreements can be an important way to
establish safety in a group and to set some expectations for
the entire group. When creating the agreements, the youth
were asked what they want in the group agreements to
enhance the student’s autonomy, responsibility and
ownership.
In February participants finalized and signed a “group
contract” showing that they will respect and uphold the
agreements in the sessions.
For this March workshop, any students who had missed the
first two sessions were asked to sign the group agreements
before the group started. The agreements were referenced
throughout the workshop if facilitators noticed that
students were acting disrespectfully towards one another
or if they were on their phones.
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Campaigns
Narrow down campaign choices: Dotmocracy
Approach: Participatory
To survey the youth’s interest in the different campaigns, the facilitators listed all the ideas they
had come up with and then gave each youth three dots for them to vote on which campaign
they were interested in the most.
Campaign Ideas

Snapchat
Tumblr
Posters
Newspaper
Radio
Animation
Video
Pictures
Safe house signs
Youtube Channel
Social Media: Facebook, twitter
Petitions
Changing the law language

Patrol
Whistles/Safety packages
Companion App
Patches
Commercials promoting safety
Mock guys’ reaction to rape
Reverse Sexism
Youth Shelter
More sexualized assault awareness stuff
Patches/t-shirt designs
Hat designs/water bottles
More workshops
Music
Marathon

The main campaigns that were worked
on in this workshop were: Animation,
social media, petition, and photo/art
awareness campaigns.
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Quiz
Approach: Testing knowledge, competition, fun, collaborative
Method: testing
To inform the messaging of the campaigns, this quiz centered around common myths
around sexualized violence, positive and negative social responses, dignity, language that
obscures violence, and how violence is deliberate. We provided an incentive to try their best
with a prize of ITunes gift cards for the winners. The quiz was delivered on the second day so
that students had a chance to use knowledge and discussions from the first day.
We also chose some specific questions to bring up a discussion with the youth. In
particular, we wanted to address the fact that some of the youth were attributing the high
rates of violence against Indigenous women to high rates of alcohol use among Indigenous
women. We also discussed oppression and linked it to gendered violence. The questions were:
12
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1. Victims of partner violence are:
a. 60% female 40% male
b. 70% female 30% male
c. 90% female 10% male
Why are there higher rates of violence for Indigenous women?
.
a. Racism, sexism, oppression
b. Poverty, drinking, oppression
c. Racial profiling, female aggression, oppression
3. What helps people that have had the same experience of violence heal?
Positive social responses, dignity
4. How important is dignity in someone’s healing?
a.
Somewhat important
b.
Most important
c.
Minimally important
5. Women can stop rape
a. True
b. False
6. What is the most commonly used date rape drug?
Alcohol
7. Violence is deliberate
a. True
b. False
8.
Bonus question: In the context of a violent act, come up with the unilateral version of
these mutual terms
Kissing …………………………………………….Someone putting their mouth on another person’s mouth
Sexual assault…………………………………. Rape; Sexualized assault
Invitation to sexual touching……………Forcing someone to touch your genitals
Sex tourism…………………………………….. International child rape
Domestic disturbance…………………….. Partner assault, wife assault
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Work on campaigns
Approach: Group work, interactive instruction
Once the youth had narrowed down their choices based on the “dotmocracy” results, the youth
were asked to break off into groups based on what campaign they were interested in doing.
They were then asked to start to come up with to-do lists of what was needed to develop their
campaigns. It appeared a bit difficult for some youth to conceptualize where to start and all the
necessary steps in making a campaign successful. In the future a structured form could help
youth solidify what is needed for their campaigns to be developed successfully.
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Develop Press/Media Releases
Approach: Group work,
interactive instruction
Campaign groups were given examples of
press releases and templates to create their own releases for their campaigns. They then
presented their media releases to the large group.

Group 1
Who- We are youth advocating for safety in communities like ours
What- Talking about it and raising awareness for these issues
When- Over the course of the next three years, but we will present this May
Why- To raise awareness for domestic abuse and sexualized assault and rape
that goes unnoticed and unreported
How- by getting the youth of the communities involved in taking action against
it.
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Group 2
Youth for Safety Campaign Launch
Watson Lake, Canada. Youth from Watson Lake Secondary created a safety
group called Youth For Safety. Youth from grades 8-12 have been gathering
once a month for two days to discuss safety and come up with strategies for
dealing with racism, violence, sexualized assault, and how to treat people who
have been harmed with dignity and positive social responses.
How- by getting the youth of the communities involved in taking action against
it.

Group 3
Headline: Watson Lake youth are raising awareness for prevention against
violence, rape, and sexualized assault
Intro: Youth in Watson Lake are part of a group dedicated to raising awareness
for preventing violence, rape, and sexualized assault. A group of about 20
students at Watson Lake Secondary School, grades 8-12, have joined the Youth
For Safety Program. The group has had multiple workshops so far. They are very
dedicated and interested in this group. They are very excited to help make a
difference.

Button making
Approach: Experiential
We brought a button maker and
demonstrated to the youth how to make a button. We gave them creative freedom to either
draw a button or create one digitally/print off a template from the internet. One of the youth
came up with a button that said “Don’t get raped” but had crossed out the “Don’t” and the “d”
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in “raped” so it read “Don’t Rape” (Don’t get raped). We will use the button machine in future
workshops to create more buttons.

Positive and Negative Social responses
Approach: Experiential, interactive instruction
This activity’s purpose was to explore positive and negative social responses that victims
of violence receive. Positive social responses are an integral part of healing from an experience
of violence.
The youth were given a scenario where a boy and girl in highs school have been in a
happy relationship for a few months when the boy starts to become verbally abusive to the
girlfriend. It then progresses to him isolating her from her friends and supports. He then starts
to become physically abusive to her. One day he hits her in the face and she develops a black
eye. At school her friends have noticed her mostly spending time with him, and him yelling at
her in public. With the black eye, it now becomes apparent to her friends that her boyfriend hit
her. Over the next few months, she shows up to school with several visible injuries. The youth
were asked to imagine that they are the people in the girlfriend’s life: friends, family, school
mates, police, etc.
We then asked the youth to look under their chairs as we had taped different positive
and negative social responses to the bottom of their chairs. Then we asked each youth to read
out the statement and to say whether or not they thought it was a positive or negative
response.
What were you thinking?
We told you he would get worse.
You should have left him a long time ago
Stop making him mad by…
He loves you and is just jealous
Why don’t you try…
You should leave him
He made a choice to hurt you.
It sounds like you did everything you could.
You sure know how to pick em.
Why doesn’t he just leave you alone?
We believe you
There’s always two sides to a story…

It takes two to tango
Nobody deserves to be hit
Nobody deserves to be treated badly.
What did you do to make him so mad?
Do you want me to stay with you?
It sounds like he was out of control, he has a lot
going on.
It sounds like you don’t like someone telling you
what to do. I think that’s pretty normal.
Do you want to go talk to somebody about this?
It’s not right.
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This activity opened up some amazing discussions where the youth were openly sharing their
opinions in a respectful manner and really showcasing their knowledge of how to show
someone dignity. They debated over several of the responses and came up with very thoughtful
reasons to choose whether it was a positive or negative response for the victim.

As the next part of the activity, youth were given a different scenario:
A girl and a boy in highschool started dating and the boy started to ask the girl to send him
photos of herself. She agreed and nothing happened. He then asked for one with her topless,
she agreed and nothing happened. This progressed until he asked for a completely nude photo
of her, which she agreed to. A few days later she finds out that he has sent the photo to all of
his friends, who have sent it out to the entire school.
They
asked to
groups
with
negative
the
they were
them in
Without
the
from the
activity, it
for them
with
negative

were then
break into two
and come up
positive or
responses for
girlfriend. Next,
asked to share
the large group.
the prompts of
pieces of paper
first part of the
seemed harder
to come up
positive and
responses.

The

message of the
importance of
positive social response in cases of sexualized violence is now being centered in one of the
campaigns!

Gender/Sexuality
Approach: Direct, interactive Instruction and discussion
Based on a previous survey question that asked the youth what they wanted to learn
about in the workshops, we decided to do a short presentation on gender and sexuality. To
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open the presentation, facilitators used the “Pants Theory” to explain the fluidity of and
differences between gender, sex, and sexuality in a simple manner.
Gender: What kinds of pants you feel like wearing in that particular moment
Sex: What is inside your pants (physical parts)
Sexuality: Whose pants you want to take off in that particular moment
The discussion was opened up for questions from the students. We also discussed pronouns
and how some people like to be referred to as a pronoun that does not match with their gender
expression (i.e. someone who looks typically “female” but identifies as “he” or “they” We then
looked at the “Genderbread Person” as another tool to explain the fluidity of gender.

Next we discussed different kinds of gender identity terms using this tool:
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Some students asked serious questions, some posed questions in a silly manner as they may
have been embarrassed. The fact that they had questions Facilitators then brought up that
non-cis people experience higher rates of violence and sexualized assault.
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4. Reflections
Engagement
Similar to past workshops, the engagement was varied throughout the workshops. Some youth
appeared comfortable with sharing verbally in a large group, while others seemed more
comfortable to share in smaller groups. One or two students did not seem to be engaged much
during the workshop. Facilitators acknowledged to the group that there are many ways to
participate and that it is not expected that everyone is comfortable sharing in large groups. It
was also noted that if the students do not appear to be engaged at all or if they do not want to
be in the group they are welcome to go back to class. The students were reminded that the
focus of this workshop and future workshops was now to be working on campaigns so if they
did not want to work on anything they might be better suited to going back to class.
One continued struggled felt was the disruption caused by the scheduled breaks in the
student’s timetable. Every time the students went on break, it was difficult to get them back in
the room and engaged on time.
To address this, we played games or activities right after break so that it would grab the
students’ attention and re-engage them. Occasionally some students would leave the workshop
and go wander in the halls causing a disruption for some of the other teachers. Facilitators hope
that putting an emphasis on choosing to be in the workshop or to be in class will limit future
disruptions. A joint effort between teachers, elders, and facilitators present in the room is
needed to remind students that they cannot wander the halls.
The varied nature of the workshop’s activities appeared to help in keeping the youth motivated
throughout the day, with a mixture of large and small group discussion, games, contests, videos
and teambuilding exercises.
Food
Food has been an important part of the workshops thus far, with youth reporting that food was
a factor in keeping them motivated to stay in YFS and also one of their favourite parts of the
program (based on the November and December Introductory sessions). We provided a
mixture of healthy foods and treats at the breaks and throughout the day.
Space
The Kaska language room is proving to be a successful space for the workshops to be facilitated
in.
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Communication with the youth
One of the challenges so far has been setting up a system of communication in between
the monthly sessions. Communication in between sessions will become more important as the
students begin working on their campaigns. In March we got permission to have the private
Facebook page and asked all the students to sign up for the page and the email list in hopes
that it will increase communication in between sessions.
Looking ahead…
The April workshop will be primarily focused on getting work plans completed and working on
campaigns. The focus will shift away from learning content and move more towards action. We
are also planning on having a film maker come and capture the work the youth are doing. The
filmed interviews will also be used for evaluation purposes.
Other aspects that we hope to tie in to future workshops include building on youth-elder
connections and relationships, and including more cultural aspects.
Planning has begun for the May launch of the youth campaigns, which will be an event
including a community dinner showcasing the campaigns, and celebrating all the hard work the
youth have done this year.

THANK YOU EVERYONE FOR ANOTHER AMAZING WORKSHOP!
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